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With a few simple
steps, you can help
prevent electronic
discovery surprises
and costly fines.
BY JOHN WEATHINGTON

EMAIL RETENTION IS low-hanging fruit
for IT, so it’s surprising how often I see
it donewrong.When done properly, e-
mail retention as part of a comprehen-
sive records retention policy can pre-
vent potential compliance problems.
When done wrong, however, it can
cost your company millions of dollars.

Email retention is a very simple task
both for you in IT and the rest of your
organization. I recently wrote an arti-
cle for SearchCompliance.com where-
in I mentioned a company that was
fined $2.75 million for improper email
handling (see “E-Discovery Critical to
Corporate Health,” page 4). This had
nothing to do with its archiving strate-
gy or reproduction of email records.
The company simply did not handle
its email processing properly.
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E-Discovery Begins
WithARetention Policy

What’s happening in today’s court
system when it comes to compliance
violations is a transposition of guilt
and innocence. I constantly tell my
clients that it’s not good enough any-
more to just do the right thing; you
must be able to prove that you’re
doing the right thing. Once you estab-
lish your intent is pure, you’re literally
80% out of compliance harm’s way.

STARTWITH A RECORDS
RETENTION POLICY
Your company absolutely must have
a records retention policy. Note that
I didn’t say email retention policy, be-
cause an email is just one of many
ways a record can be created. This is
important to understand: It’s not email,
per se, that drives retention consider-
ation—it’s about what’s in the email.

If your company does not have a
record retention policy, then I recom-
mend you have an off-site with all the
stakeholders and figure it out immedi-
ately. If you get caught with a legal
problem and you have no records
retention policy in place, you’re as
good as guilty.

With policy in hand, your next step
is to create a policy database to man-



age and record things. In your policy
database, you’ll need to capture the
following attributes:

� Policy version and date: Anytime
the policy changes for any reason,
a new record needs to go into your
database so you can review what
the policy was at any point in time.

� Document type: The document
type will drive the retention and
destruction properties. This is a
general term, and may end up
being two or three fields.

� Retention period: How long doc-
uments of this type should be
retained. Once again, it’s up to
your company to decide how
many phases of retention (i.e.,
on-site, off-site, etc.) records
need to go through.

� The policy: You should have a
scanned image of the policy avail-
able in your database in case
there’s any confusion.

BUILDING THE EMAIL
RETENTION SYSTEM
How you handle your non-email
records (instant messages, typed doc-
uments, etc.) is beyond the scope of
this chapter; however, be aware that
it’s just as important as your email
retention system. Let’s focus for now
on building your system for email
retention.

A good email retention system does
four things:

� Captures every email and
stores it in an immutable state.

� Indexes the contents of every
email so it can be researched
effectively.

� Retains every email for exactly
the period of time required (as
dictated by its document type),
then obliterates it and every
trace that it existed.

� Has an “in case of emergency”
switch that completely disables
the obliteration functionality
mentioned above.

Sounds easy enough, right? Good—
don’t overcomplicate things. Start
with a write-once, read-only database
(similar to the old-style CDs). Central-
ize your email traffic and send every-
thing to this database. The database
needs to store every email in two
forms. First, scan the email into an
image for permanency, then hyper-
index the contents as any Internet
search engine would. This handles
the first two bullets.

Metadata in the email should con-
vey what document type we’re dealing
with, which will tell us what the reten-
tion period should be. With this infor-
mation, stamp every single email with
a “destroy on” date. On this date, blast
this email to pieces unless the “in case
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of emergency” switch has been acti-
vated. Ensure your email system is air-
tight and that there are no copies of
this email floating around anywhere
(i.e., in personal folders). Be very seri-
ous about destruction. Having incrimi-
nating email available can get you into
more trouble than not having it avail-
able.

The “in case of emergency” switch
is mandatory in case of a litigation
hold. This is the trump card of email
retention. If your legal department
issues a litigation hold, all email traffic
must be retained, no matter what,
until the litigation hold is lifted. That

$2.7 million fine I referenced earlier
was imposed because a litigation hold
was issued and the company contin-
ued to delete emails. In the court’s
eyes, it was an admission of guilt.

It’s not hard to build a good email re-
tention system—it starts with a policy
and finishes with good IT architecture.
Start today by creating or revisiting
your existing email retention policy.
The benefits will far outweigh the few
days it will take to get things going. �

JohnWeathington is president and CEO of Excellent
Management Systems Inc., a San Francisco-based
management consultancy. For more information,
visit www.excellentmanagementsystems.com.
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E-Discovery Critical to Corporate Health
NOT RESPONDING TO an electronic discovery request is just as good as an admission of
guilt, and this downfall lies squarely on the shoulders of the IT organization. In the
well-known case of Zubulake v. UBSWarburg LLC, UBS could not produce potentially
incriminating emails critical to the case, and the courts actually ruled that it was
more likely than not these emails existed. This had damaging effects on UBS's case.
Likewise, in United States v. Philip Morris USA Inc., Philip Morris was fined $2.75
million for continuing to delete emails after a notice of litigation was issued.
Cases like this have instantiated a tidal wave of fear in organizations, and just as

they did in response to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, organizations have seemed to over-
react, overcorrect and overspend. And, as with Sarbanes-Oxley, I'm now hearing elec-
tronic discovery used as a blanket excuse to justify IT processes and spending that
serve no business purpose. Continue down this road, and you won't need to worry
about a lawsuit because there will be no company left to sue.
So how do you put these e-discovery concerns to rest for good?
� Get your IT organization under control. Know where your data is at all times.
� Coordinate with finance, legal and other departments to clearly understand your
document retention and destruction policies.

� Hope for the best, but plan for the litigation hold. —J.W.

http://www.excellentmanagementsystems.com/index.jsp
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E-records are equiva-
lent to paper records
in regulatory compli-
ance or legal cases,
so find the right strat-
egy and tools for re-
tention and recovery.
BY STAN GIBSON

IT’S A NIGHTMARE waiting to happen at
many enterprises: the arrival of an
order to produce documents—and the
clock is ticking.

An organization that’s prepared
could vindicate itself before a court of
law or regulatory body with only mod-
est expense; an organization that’s not
ready could find itself consumed by a
costly and ultimately unsuccessful
scramble to produce materials from a
welter of systems with search tools
that are unequal to the task.

Although companies that are wont
to be on the receiving end of lawsuits,

such as tobacco and pharmaceutical
firms, are no strangers to the rigors of
the discovery process, the advent of
regulations such as the Sarbanes-
Oxley and Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability acts is causing a
wave of concern through companies
of all sizes in practically all industries.
Further, amendments to the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure governing e-
discovery that took effect in Decem-
ber 2006 mandate that electronic
records be considered equivalent to
paper records in the discovery
process.

If that weren’t enough, the tough
economy is exacerbating matters.
Increased regulation following the
financial markets’ meltdown of 2008,
coupled with lawsuits to redress griev-
ances due to job losses and broken
contracts, are fueling an unwelcome
e-discovery boom.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT LACKING
A CIO at a financial industry company,
who asked to remain anonymous, saw
the handwriting on the wall and built a
document management system to
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accommodate audits by the Securities
and Exchange Commission, which
regulates his industry.

“We have a cost-effective system
that helps us fulfill our obligation of
compliance. We have the ability to
produce documents,” he says. Still, the
executive has no illusions as to the
nature of the e-discovery burden.
“None of this generates a single of iota
of revenue. There is no return on
investment. The only way I can justify
it is that the cost is less than the fines
we might get if we don’t do it,” he
says.

Although the civil procedure rule
changes of 2006 included measures
to discourage the use of e-discovery
as a weapon with which to harass
defendants, more significantly they
took away from defendants the
excuse that, “The computer ate my
homework,” according to John Bace,
an analyst at Stamford, Conn.-based
Gartner Inc.

“We saw this in the case of Enron
and MCI Worldcom. They said their
systems were too complicated for
them to produce [relevant docu-
ments],” Bace says. But, he explained,
the new rules regarding electronic
records management have teeth. “If
you can’t produce ESI [electronically
stored information], you are subject to
the same sanctions and penalties if
you had destroyed the evidence on
purpose. It can be as little as a fine, a
negative instruction to the jury, or
being held in contempt of court.”

The new rules have made them-

selves felt in court, according to
Florinda Baldridge, director of practice
support at Fulbright & Jaworski LLP, a
large law firm in Dallas. “There’s a lot
of case law evolving around e-discov-
ery, including how technology is used
in the search for evidence,” Baldridge
says. No less significant, she points
out, is the impact of the rules on
enterprise IT. “The inclusion of elec-
tronic documents has increased the
universe of potentially discoverable
documents exponentially, while the
deadlines for discovery have remained
the same, creating both time and cost
constraints. You have to find it and
produce it in a defensible manner. You
have to make a diligent effort.”

SEARCHING A ‘TOXICWASTELAND’
Diligent effort or no, many organiza-
tions aren’t ready, Bace says. “Most
corporations have not had very good
document hygiene. There is a toxic
data dump of information. When they
need to produce it, it’s near impossible
to do,” he says.

One of the reasons many compa-
nies aren’t ready is that data is stored
in different places: in corporate data-
bases, email and instant message
archives, as well as voicemails—all of
which are governed by different reten-
tion policies and searchable by differ-
ent tools.

“E-discovery is large and fast-grow-
ing, but it’s at an early stage, with
many immature components. Tech-
nology fragmentation within enter-
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prises is remarkable,” says Brian Hill,
an analyst at Cambridge, Mass.-based
Forrester Research Inc. The quandary
is paralyzing many organizations.
According to Forrester, only 17% of
companies in a recent survey said
they were confident that their elec-
tronically stored information would be
accurate, accessible and trustworthy
in the event of an e-discovery pro-
ceeding.

The stakes of inaction are high.
According to a report issued in 2007
by The Sedona Conference, an organi-
zation that creates standards for e-
discovery, it costs approximately $1 to
store a gigabyte of data and $30,000
to review it.

BEST PRACTICES FOR E-DISCOVERY
Savvy organizations are waking up to
the inevitable and taking action, usu-
ally forming a task group as the first
step. Baldridge and others recom-
mended the committee include lead-
ers from legal, IT, human resources,
finance and operations. “It’s critical to
bring those stakeholders together—
it’s not just a technology issue or just
a legal issue,” Baldridge says. Such a
group can help overcome an endemic
problem identified by Hill: “Key stake-
holders in IT and legal don’t communi-
cate and collaborate as they should,”
he says.

Despite differences, group members
must identify electronic documents
that may be encompassed in a discov-
ery proceeding in order to establish a

document retention policy. Tax
records must be kept for seven years;
other data, such as email traffic,
should be deleted after a matter of
months according to a regular elec-
tronic records management schedule.
The group must also consider technol-
ogy tools for document management
and archiving, of which choices range
from on-premises applications to
Software as a Service offerings.

Task groups should pay attention to
a growing body of best practices infor-
mation compiled by different organi-
zations, such as The Sedona Confer-
ence. In an effort to help enterprises
get a handle on e-discovery search,
the Text Retrieval Conference initiative
of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology has conducted annual
studies to bring best practices to light.
The Electronic Discovery Reference
Model group is also crafting practical
guidelines and standards for e-discov-
ery.

THE SEARCH FOR BETTER SEARCH
Sooner or later, the question of search
technology must be addressed. Some
corporate task groups start with the
assumption that the capabilities of
Microsoft’s Exchange 2007, Google
Desktop or enterprise search tools
such as the Google Search Appliance
are good enough. Lawyers and judges
often have a similar impression. “A lot
of the courts think that if you can
Google the entire Internet, then why
can’t you just Google the enterprise,”
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Bace says.
Experience is showing, however,

that a different kind of search is need-
ed for e-discovery. While enterprise
search tools are intended to make
knowledge workers more productive,
e-discovery search tools are geared to
support a legally mandated discovery

initiative by applying clear search cri-
teria, tracking searches meticulously
and keeping costs low (see “Industry
Standards Aid Archiving, Electronic
Discovery Process,” below).

While enterprise search tools typi-
cally discover a plethora of docu-
ments, ranking them from most to
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Industry Standards Aid Archiving,
Electronic Discovery Process
THE PERFECT STORM of new regulation, increased litigation and proliferation of electronic
data has led to widespread concern over the problems of archiving, discovering and
producing electronic records in answer to court cases and regulatory enforcement. In
response, several organizations have launched initiatives to help businesses under-
stand the requirements of e-discovery and how to execute a sound discovery process.
The Sedona Conference’s Electronic Document Retention and Production group,

known asWG1, has issued a number of publications, including a paper published in
May covering best practices in implementing a sound e-discovery strategy. In addi-
tion, the Sedona Conference Collaboration Project brings together judges, trial
lawyers, corporate and government counsel, technical experts and academics to de-
velop tools to reduce adversarial tension, cost and delay during pretrial discovery.
The TREC Legal Track is an annual research project that studies the e-discovery

process and evaluates search methods. The 2009 TREC Legal Track consists of an in-
teractive task in which participants will strive to produce a set of documents from
public Enron data. A separate batch task will consist of searching theWeb database
of 7 million documents in the Tobacco Master Settlement, using hypothetical re-
quests to produce documents. TREC is co-sponsored by NIST and the Department of
Defense.
EDRM is an organization consisting primarily of law firms, litigation support com-

panies and technology vendors. The group crafts practical guidelines and standards
in order to reduce the cost, time and work required by e-discovery. EDRM has devel-
oped an XML standard to help e-discovery products interoperate. —S.G.



least relevant and likely including
some that are irrelevant, e-discovery
search tools must find only the rele-
vant documents—but they must find
all of them. That’s because documents
unearthed in the e-discovery process
must be read and analyzed by lawyers,
a step that can add tremendous cost
to the project if false positives are per-
mitted among the documents
retrieved. In addition, the e-discovery
search process must be defensible—
that is, clearly and convincingly
explained to a nontechnical judge or
regulatory body. That may not be pos-
sible to do if the search tool is not
specifically designed for e-discovery
tasks.

Advances in search technology are
improving a company’s chances of not
being taken to the cleaners when a
legal hold order or e-discovery request
appears. Traditional search engines
find documents containing keywords
often linked with Boolean operators
such as and, or, not or near. Several
vendors have crafted products and
services that implement conceptual
search, which looks for groups of
words, rather than single word match-
es. Others implement fuzzy search,
which finds documents that are pre-
dicted to be relevant, even though
they do not contain the specific word
in question.

Baldridge uses a tool from Recom-
mind Inc. called Axcelerate, which
implements a conceptual search tech-
nology that Recommind calls predic-
tive tagging to winnow documents to

a relative handful for lawyers to
review. “Otherwise, you might not get
to those documents until $100,000
into the review process,” Baldridge
says. “Axcelerate gives you a seed set.
You can assess whether you want to
proceed with the case or not. In the
old Boolean search approach, it may
take months to find the same docu-
ments.”

Another vendor, Clearwell Systems
Inc., offers a search appliance called
E-Discovery Platform, which uses con-
ceptual search to cull a manageable
quantity of files from email systems,
databases and enterprise applications.
The Clearwell appliance is pointed to
a data store, such as an Exchange
server, database or archive on which it
performs a conceptual search. Alter-
nately, the data can be collected with
a tool such as Microsoft’s Robocopy
and then searched with the appliance.
Networking giant Cisco Systems Inc.
has implemented the Clearwell E-Dis-
covery Platform so its lawyers can
search, analyze and review documents
remotely via a secure virtual private
network, Clearwell officials said.

Page One LLC, a litigation support
company in Nashville, Tenn., uses the
MetaLINCS E-Discovery search tool
from i365, a subsidiary of Seagate
Technology LLC, to boil down piles of
data to a manageable level. Law firms
in the Tennessee and Kentucky area
call on Page One when a client
receives a legal hold order. Page One
then feeds the data to the i365 Meta-
LINCS E-Discovery server, which uses
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a conceptual technology called pin-
point search.

Page One president Rip Clayton
says his firm can save a company hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars with the
tool, compared with having lawyers
pick through irrelevant material. “They
don’t have to bill at $250 per hour
over stuff that IT has turned up incor-
rectly,” he says. Using the MetaLINCS
server, Page One performs data dedu-
plication, then creates a detailed chain
of custody that includes page-level
and Bates numbering, which numeri-
cally organizes files as evidence, Clay-
ton says.

Fios Inc., a Portland, Ore.-based
provider of hosted e-discovery servic-
es, uses a variety of technologies,
including keyword and conceptual
search, to cull through data. Law firms
send Fios data either electronically or
by shipping a hard drive. The compa-
ny’s Prevail service incorporates both
desktop keyword search and concep-
tual search from such companies as
Content Analyst Company LLC and
Kroll Technologies LLC. Brad Harris,
director of product management at
Fios, says his firm is performing e-dis-
covery services over voicemail records
for many clients using technology
from Nexidia Inc.

E-discovery search tools are critical
in determining whether to defend a
case or to settle. If e-discovery costs
$10 million and the suit will cost only
$5 million, then it makes sense to set-
tle. “This helps you discover what
you’re in for before you spend the $10

million,” Fulbright & Jaworski’s
Baldridge says. “Attorneys say they
have to look at every document, but
Recommind helps you look at the
most important documents first.”

BOTTOM LINE: BE PREPARED
As courts and regulatory bodies have
awakened to the electronic age, busi-
nesses of all kinds must prepare for
the unwanted day they must produce
documents upon demand. Organiza-
tions should form a corporate task
group to implement document man-
agement policies and should decide
whether handling e-discovery tasks
in-house or relying on litigation sup-
port service providers makes the most
sense. Whatever the path chosen, the
goal is the same: to avert catastrophic
e-discovery costs, unfavorable out-of-
court settlements and stiff penalties.

Because many of the regulations
enacted within the past several years
are just now beginning to be applied,
organizations must pay attention to
enforcement patterns as well as evolv-
ing e-discovery case law. As e-discov-
ery search becomes more mature,
courts are likely to expect a certain
level of competence and when it’s not
there will likely levy penalties. Says
Forrester’s Hill, “Organizations are not
yet willfully negligent for not having
search in place, but that is where
we’re ultimately going to head.” �

Stan Gibson is a Boston-area technology writer.
Write to him at editor@searchcompliance.com.
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Document volume is growing, in no small part thanks to email.
Compliance rules, regulations, and laws governing content are also 
expanding.

Your information governance solution must give you centralized control.
While supporting distributed, disparate content – from email, to reports 
and statements, to customer records.

So far, archiving solutions have failed to break the concrete bond 
between policies and repositories.
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Businesses seek
retention strategies
for social media,
instantmessaging
and texts.
BY ALEXANDER B. HOWARD

EMAIL RETENTION STRATEGIES are an
important element of compliance for
organizations subject to the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act or other regulations that
require companies to retain client
communications.

In recent years, the explosion of
social media messaging has stimulat-
ed a wave of vendor interest and
development of new versions of moni-
toring, filtering and logging software
suites to capture sensitive data before
it reaches the public Internet.

In many enterprise and business
environments, however, security and
compliance officers have simply cho-
sen to eliminate security risks by
blocking access. According to a recent
study from ScanSafe Inc., 76% of the
San Francisco-based company’s cus-
tomers are now blocking social net-
working sites in the workplace.

Michael Seese, an IT security man-
ager at a large Midwestern bank and
author of Scrappy Information Security,
says his organization has followed
precisely this path. “We use a third-
party service that puts labels on web-
sites, like ‘social networking,’ and then
block access to that category,” he
says. “We do get instances, monitored
by a mailbox, where a site is misla-
beled. We also get requests from peo-
ple in our collections group that want
access to Facebook or MySpace.
Those people that have a legitimate
business need have an Active Directo-
ry group that allows them external
access.”

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
REQUIRE SPECIALMEASURES
Such an approach can be a cultural
issue, however, and is generally not
mandated by regulations—at least not
yet. “The reality is most organizations
don’t need to do this,” says Rich
Mogull, an IT security analyst at
Securosis. “That’s not true for the
financial industry, perhaps, but for the
average organization, there’s no regu-
latory requirement. Organizations are
going to have a balance as more
employees use social media at work.”

Daniel Kennedy, chief information
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security officer (CISO) and partner at
Praetorian Security Group LLC, was
previously the IT liaison at a financial
institution for requests made by the
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC). In that role, Kennedy had to
comply with SEC rules 17a-3 and a-4.

“For an IT person, it is most relevant
to note that emails and instant mes-
sages are considered books and
records under the exchange acts,” he
says. “17A-4 includes further require-
ments, including storage of three to
six years depending on record type; a
requirement for write-once, read-
many storage; accuracy verifications;
indexing requirements; auditing capa-
bility; and related requirements.”

In his experience, however, “compli-
ance officers seem to have settled on
seven years’ retention as the right
number that captures both SEC and
other regulatory requirements in
place. The firms I have dealt with have
simplified whether a communication
is brokerage-related by storing all
communications.”

Requirements for storing and man-
aging such messages can quickly
become relevant if the SEC comes
calling. These “take the form of
requests for all correspondence in a
specified time period between certain
parties, on certain topics, or any com-
bination of the two,” Kennedy says.
“Accuracy of preservation and the fact
that you have captured all relevant
communication is something you are
asked about eight ways to Sunday.
Inconsistencies here will kill you, as

the most senior resources in your firm
are attesting that the information pro-
vided fully meets what is being
requested.”

INSTANTMESSAGING ARCHIVING
Kennedy also had to address instant
messaging archiving for the financial
institution. “We used FaceTime to reg-
ister all instant messaging IDs and
store all instant messages sent by firm
associates,” he says. ”An MS SQL
Server database was the back end for
this application. We allowed a com-
mon variety of instant messaging pro-
grams, as the corporate culture was
such that this level of flexibility was
desired.” That meant that Yahoo Mes-
senger, Google Talk, MSN Messenger
and a number of aggregators were all
archived.

Kennedy also ran into a retention
issue common to many financial insti-
tutions: Many of the brokers used
Bloomberg terminals, which have their
own email and instant messaging
(IM) applications. Since Bloomberg
provides the messages using an FTP
solution, Kennedy was able to work
with an intermediary to translate and
archive these messages on the same
storage system that the email and
other IM data was stored on.

“We usually looked at the intrusion
detection system to see if any chat
messages were being sent out from
machines that were not the FaceTime
servers,” Kennedy says. “The few folks
who had admin rights had separate
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accounts with which to use them.
Software inventory lists from BigFix
were checked quarterly for all employ-
ees and monthly for high-privilege
users to ensure no unauthorized
installations were in place. Noncom-
pliance with these policies was dealt
with according to a corrective action
policy.”

Mogull says he does see cause for
concern “in terms of malware, as
hackers use social media sites to go
after enterprises,” adding that he be-
lieves the “risk is low now but growing
as social engineering attacks step up.”

PROACTIVE SOCIAL
MEDIAMONITORING
Beyond security risks, however, ensur-
ing that sensitive data does not leave
the enterprise is crucial—particularly
when it comes to the personally iden-
tifiable information of customers,
clients and employees. When security
and compliance professionals focus
on data protection, as opposed to
simply monitoring all employee com-
munications, the task becomes both
more focused and justified for clear
business purposes. The challenge is
that the social networking platforms
employees are likely to use are exter-
nal to the enterprise.

Michael Murray, vice president of
professional services and CISO at
Foreground Security, who has imple-
mented retention technology, says he
has seen harassment and leakage of
inappropriate content from business-

es. That’s led to concerns about brand
protection through the use of social
media. He says in his experience, the
issue is that they’re all technologies
the enterprise “ultimately doesn’t

own,” whether it’s a third-party instant
messaging system like AOL Instant
Messenger or Google Talk, or social
media platforms like Twitter, LinkedIn
or Facebook.

In Murray’s experience, he says, the
problem of social media monitoring is
two-sided. “Due to the lack of control
of the central server, retention either
falls to the responsibility of the user,
which is difficult if not impossible to
enforce; relies on some version of
kludge at the desktop level; or relies
on some new and unproven service
that hasn’t shown itself to have enter-
prise scalability, like some of the
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—IANGLAZER,
senior analyst, BurtonGroup Inc.



recently developed Twitter ‘backup’
systems.”

Larger strategic challenges are at
issue as well. “I think applying email
retention policies to communication
channels is a losing proposition,” says
Ian Glazer, a senior analyst for Burton
Group Inc.’s identity and privacy
strategies service. He says he sees
significant challenges to traditional
perimeter-centric processes that seek
to control social messaging.

“Documents aren’t atomic, and the
atoms of these documents can switch
between media faster than IT policy
can keep up,” he says. “Let’s say you
and I work for the same enterprise.
We start a conversation at work in the
halls. It leads to a few internal wikis
getting updated. On the drive home,
you text me with another thought. We
connect that evening on Facebook
chat.”

Tim Brown, vice president and chief
architect for security management at
CA Inc., says he has observed a con-
vergence of employee private and
working lives. “In the past, a private
person could post or do anything and
it wouldn’t be related to the enter-
prise,” he says. “Those days are really
gone. You can suggest some things
and mandate others—no defamation,
as a corporate employee, for
instance—but from an enterprise per-
spective this comes down to privacy
policy and what’s expected. The issue
is when employees go home and use
personal devices. We also can’t con-
trol what other people are posting.”

Andrew Hay, an analyst in the infor-
mation security office of the Universi-
ty of Lethbridge in Alberta, says his
department is working on more ways
to capture more of these streams, at
least for email. According to Hay, his
group is moving toward a “new email
infrastructure, which will allow us to
perform more e-discovery and data
mining of information to use in inci-
dent response and forensic analysis
exercises.” Hay adds he anticipates
more effective analysis of where sen-
sitive data left the organization and
the ability to more easily audit mes-
sages.

DATA LOSS PREVENTION
A SOLUTION?
The issue for social messaging, in
Glazer’s assessment, lies in the docu-
ment-centric focus of most data loss
prevention (DLP) software, as
opposed to identity-centric solutions.
DLP software represents one potential
method of addressing the issue,
although he cautions that technology
needs to focus on the individual, not
the document.

“DLP and traditional perimeter-
centric technologies fail mostly
because technology isn’t at the cen-
ter,” he says. “It is our interactions—
humans engaged in social behavior.
Here awareness, training and policy
come into play, and this is the most
difficult of situations as the enterprise
has to attempt to shape our behavior
in order to stay compliant.”
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Murray says he has functionally
applied this perspective to his work. In
fact, he says, “the difficulties of imple-
mentation have led any client I’ve
worked with on this to determine that
the risk of potential failure in the exe-
cution of the retention strategy made
it easier to write these technologies
out of the retention policy altogether
and declare that they’re not formally
approved business artifacts.”

Kennedy says he simply focused on
the ability of social networking sites to
allow employees to send messages,
thus creating an archiving need. If you
remove that ability, the issue is par-
tially addressed. “If we could accom-
modate it, for example on LinkedIn,
we tried to make things easier for
employees by allowing access to parts
of the sites that would not cause us a
message retention issue,” he says.
“Facebook was a nonstarter, as there
was no way to explain to a senior man-
ager how allowing access to the site
was work-related, the usual minimum
criteria for fine tuning policy rules.”

Twitter was also blocked at
Kennedy’s financial institution,
although “certain exceptions were
made where a business case could be
made.” In his view, he adds, Twitter is
“a little different in that, like news
services, it can be used for research,
keeping up with industry resources.”
The messaging requirements are still
in effect.

“Direct messages are akin to email,
or at the very least SMS-style mes-
sages,” Kennedy says. ”We logged and

retained SMS messages sent from
company devices [BlackBerrys] just
like everything else. Theoretically, you

can get Twitter alerts via SMS, but if
you did it on a company device it
would be logged.”

Not logging social messaging can
expose an organization to a different
sort of risk, if a judge finds that social
messaging is pertinent to an e-discov-
ery order. The bottom line is that com-
pliance officers should be ready for e-
discovery with a records retention
policy. Mogull recommends that
organizations “start with DLP and look
at Web gateways that filter malware
to protect against infection.” �

Alexander B. Howard is the associate editor
for SearchCompliance.com.Write to him at
ahoward@techtarget.com.
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State Farmwanted
control over its e-
discovery process.
The answer? Keep-
ing 25 years’ worth
of documents in
production systems
fronted by amaster
management system.
BY LINDA TUCCI

STATE FARM MUTUAL Automobile Insur-
ance Co. takes what many would argue
is a counterintuitive approach to elec-
tronic discovery. The U.S.’s largest in-
surer of homes and automobiles keeps
anything that might matter: emails,
100% of the email attachments of its
claims officers, paper and electronic
documents dating back 25 years, even
the latest iterations of its human re-
sources Web pages. The voluminous
cache, meticulously imaged and
coded, is stored centrally in an active
system that is searched regularly as

litigation arises.
“For us it is not about cost but more

about lowering risk. We have a lot of
litigation all over the country,” says
Tim Crouthamel, section head of liti-
gation support for State Farm’s corpo-
rate law offices.

But saving basically everything in a
centralized platform has also saved
millions of dollars for the Bloomington,
Ill.-based insurer, as evidenced in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina. Crouthamel
says the company was midway
through the implementation of its
centralized live repository when the
hurricane hit. To recover data related
to the Katrina litigation from just 1%
of the hard drives cost State Farm $30
million. The long-term cost of archiv-
ing email for all 30,000 or so claims
officers? Something around $1 million.

“Who knows what it would have
been if we had searched everything we
preserved, which, knock on wood, we
haven’t had to do,” says Crouthamel,
who spoke at this year’s LegalTech
event in New York.

State Farm is not in the legal busi-
ness. But litigation sure is a big part of
its business. The insurer has approxi-
mately 150,000 pending lawsuits. It
employs hundreds of law firms, all of
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which in the past answered litigation
requests in their own way from their
own collections of documents. After
the explosion of bad faith cases in the
1980s and 1990s, State Farm wanted
a workflow process that would allow it
to respond to cases in a consistent
and efficient manner, Crouthamel
says. It did not want to have to school
each one of its law firms in its data
retention policies. With the advent of
electronic data discovery laws, the
need for a centralized platform
became more urgent.

“We knew we have certain kinds
of litigation across different depart-
ments. We asked what are the docu-
ments that we use over and over
again,” Crouthamel says. Why not
“put them up in a platform where we
can reuse the documents and the work
products in an efficient manner?”

The company installed a dedicated
staff at its corporate headquarters
that does nothing but e-discovery.
It brought the supervision of class
action lawsuits in-house, ensuring
State Farm speaks in a single voice on
legal actions that affect the enterprise.
It hauled in the many discrete docu-
ment collections built up by its field
law firms. And then it paired with e-
discovery platform vendor CaseCen-
tral Inc. in San Francisco to build a
central repository, or master library, of
carefully coded documents to popu-
late its hundreds of thousands of
lawsuits, minus the duplication and
inconsistency common to the paper
world.

This aggressively proactive process
is not just about managing the past or
materials requested in litigation. Any
new document that could conceivably
be requested in a legal hold is put into

the repository by State Farm’s cadre
of “gatekeeper” paralegals, ready if
necessary to populate the company’s
many lawsuits.

“We’re trying to take the duty-to-
preserve issue off the table,” says
Crouthamel, who refers to the compa-
ny’s re-engineering of its document
management as “optimizing our e-
discovery supply chain.”

“It’s kind of hard for the government
to make a conspiracy argument
against you when you have all the
email and attachments of the people
they are talking about as targets sit-
ting there and ready to look at,”
Crouthamel says.

The insurer’s disciplined process
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elicits something approaching awe
from other lawyers.

“I think State Farm, more than any
other corporation I have seen, gets
long-term enterprise evidence man-
agement better than any other firm I
have talked to,” says John Woods, a
Washington-based partner at Hunton
& Williams LLP, who advises compa-
nies on internal investigations, busi-
ness crimes and complex civil litiga-
tion.

But Woods, who participated on the
LegalTech panel with Crouthamel and
does not do legal work for State Farm,
says companies with more typical liti-
gation exposure might well find this
approach a tough sell in hard times.

“You have made a philosophical
choice that you are basically going to
save everything, but your volume of
litigation is atypical and probably your
risk is atypical,” Woods told
Crouthamel at the event.

The main message for companies,
Woods says, is that whatever elec-
tronic data discovery process they
implement should be easily explain-
able to outside counsel required to
sign off on the process.

“I know a lot of companies very
focused on saving only what needs to
be saved,” Woods says. “The tension
point is that you can do whatever you
want, but I [in the role of outside
counsel] am going to ask some ques-
tions about how you got there.” �

Linda Tucci is senior news writer for SearchCompli-
ance.com.Write to her at ltucci@techtarget.com.
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